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	Finally the eagerly-awaited next edition of Luke Ahearn's cornerstone game art book: 3D Game Textures is on its way. The book will be refreshed per the latest revision of Photoshop and the latest game industry trends and developments. 3D Game Textures allows next-gen game artists to learn to create everything from bricks to books in Photoshop with this step-by-step instructional guide. Because texture is 99% of what a gamer sees when playing, this topic deserves considerable coverage but has gotten little attention. Unlike anything on the market, this book concentrates soley on texturing, and provides an in-depth guide to game texturing with hundreds of high-quality examples. Game artists learn all they need to know on the topic, including basic artistic principles, tools and techniques, and specific step-by-step tutorials that explain how to create textures for myriad environments.

	

	New Coverage of the latest version of Photoshop, including adding multiple edge tiling; adding Photoshop Bridge coverage;  an updated metal tutorial and adding coverage of urban exteriors. Included in the second edition is a new chapter and an advanced project, featureing a large outdoor urban area - war torn city. Great amount of work on detailed textures (overlays and advanced blending in PS) that utilize many shaders. This environment will look roughly like Battlefield 2 or more recently Call of Duty 4. The scene will include effects as well - smoke and bullet holes. Grass, trees, curtains, signs, and more.  The DVD includes: demo versions of relevant software as well as resource images.

	

	* Learn everything you need to create stunning, professional textures from one easy to follow guide which features tutorials and over 500 high-quality images

	* Follow the step-by-step tutorials to learn how to create suitable images which you can add to your portfolio and WOW prospective employers

	* Companion CD includes sample textures, Photoshop actions and brushes, and electronic versions of images you saw in the book - all the tools you need in one place!

	* Hit the ground running or get a leg up on the competition with the tips, tricks, and real world examples featured in this comprehensive guide
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Foundations of Object-Oriented Languages: Types and SemanticsMIT Press, 2002
I wrote this book to provide a description of the foundations of statically
typed class-based object-oriented programming languages for those interested
in learning about this area. An important goal is to explain how the
different components of these languages interact, and how this results in
the kind of type systems that are...
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Prototype and script.aculo.us: You Never Knew JavaScript Could Do This!Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2007
Tired of getting swamped in the nitty-gritty of cross-browser, Web 2.0-grade JavaScript? Get back in the game with Prototype and script.aculo.us, two extremely popular JavaScript libraries, that make it a walk in the park. Be it AJAX, drag and drop, auto-completion, advanced visual effects, or many other great features, all you need is write one or...
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Advanced Perl ProgrammingO'Reilly, 1997
This book has two goals: to make you a Perl expert, and, at a broader level, to supplement your current
arsenal of techniques and tools for crafting applications. It covers advanced features of the Perl language,
teaches you how the perl interpreter works, and presents areas of modern computing technology such as
networking, user...
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Secret Service: Hidden Systems That Deliver Unforgettable Customer ServiceAMACOM, 2003

	Foreword by Capodagli and Lynn Jackson, coauthors of "The Disney Way". All businesses have customers, but how many of them deliver unforgettably good customer service? "Secret Service" reveals the hidden systems of the few exceptional companies that do: what actions they take behind the scenes to consistently surpass...
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Ruling Distributed Dynamic Worlds (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
A powerful new model to design and manage distributed dynamic systems
This text expands and builds upon the author's landmark work, Mobile Processing in Distributed and Open Environments, by introducing a new extended, universal WAVE-WP (or world processing) model for distributed processing and control in dynamic and open worlds. The new model...
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Principles of Transaction Processing (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 1997
"The best introduction to transaction processing systems I have ever read." - K.Torp, ACM Computing Reviews, November 1997

Principles of Transaction Processing is a clear, concise guide for anyone involved in developing applications, evaluating products, designing systems, or...
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